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DESIGN OF AN IMPLANT FOR FIRST METATARSOPHALANGEAL JOINT
HEMIARTHROPLASTY
ATUL KUMAR
ABSTRACT

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common form of arthritis and it affects 27 million US
adults. OA disease involves all of the tissues of the diarthrodial joint and ultimately, may
lead to softening, ulceration, loss of articular cartilage, sclerosis and polished appearance
of the subchondral bone, osteophytes, and subchondral cysts.
The first metatarsophalangeal joint (MTPJ1) is affected in up to 42% cases of OA.
Besides osteoarthritis, other conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis and gout also affect
the MTPJ1. Involvement of MTPJ1 with these conditions invariably leads to deformed
toe such as hallux valgus and hallux rigidus.
Over 150 surgical techniques exist for treatment of hallux deformity, which includes
cheilectomy, arthrodesis, osteotomy, resection arthroplasty, and replacement of part or
the entire articular surface with an implant. A hemi-implant, which partially replaces the
1st metatarsal head with minimal bone resection and without altering the sesamoid
articulation has shown promising results and gives superior postoperative range of
motion and pain reductions. But the geometry of such implants has not been explained in
any literature and there are no details of the data used for designing such implants. An
anatomically based approach to design the geometry of an MTPJ1 implant is needed in
order to best fit the articulating surface of the adjacent phalanx. In the current study, a
method was developed for designing a hemiarthroplasty implant for MTPJ1 based upon
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the morphology of metatarsal. Ninety-seven metatarsal osteological specimens were
scanned using a laser scanner to obtain 3D surface data. After aligning the surface data,
the articular surface of each metatarsal head (MTH1) superior to the inter-condylar ridge
were characterized by a section of an ellipsoid using non-linear unconstrained
optimization (NLUO) and the section of the ellipsoid forms the surface of the implant.
The implants based upon osteological specimens had a very good fit to metatarsal
articulating surface with root mean square error of fit in the range of 0.29 and 0.42mm.
The cartilage region, in 14T MRI image from 1st metatarsal of two cadaver feet, was
segmented semi-automatically, and a three-dimensional surface of the cartilage shell was
created. The average thickness profile of the cartilage on articular part of MTH1 was
obtained. For articulating surface of individual osteological surface data, a surface which
simulates cartilage outline was created using the cartilage thickness profile. This cartilage
outline surface was again characterized with the best fit ellipsoid using NLUO. The
parameters of ellipsoid for the cartilage outline surface and the osteological surface were
compared. Although the difference between the parameters for the ellipsoid obtained in
these two conditions were not found to be significant (p=0.05), this result needs to be
validated with more cartilage samples. In addition, scaling for size of the bones should be
considered in calculation of the thickness of cartilage.
Thus, a new method to design the implant for MTH1 for arthroplasty was identified
based upon bones from general population using numerical technique. This method can
be extended in designing implants for other joints which need hemi-arthroplasty.
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Chapter 1

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and significance
The foot has two main functions, support and propulsion of the body. It combines the
stability with the flexibility and its propulsive action is that of a flexible lever1. The joints
at the bases of the toes of the foot are known as metatarsophalangeal joints (MTPJ), and
among the five MTPJ, the first metatarsophalangeal joint (MTPJ1) is one of the most
valuable joints for the functions of the foot Figure 1-1. The bones, which constitute this
joint, are the first metatarsal, the first phalanx and two sesamoids. The first metatarsal
articulates with the base of the first phalanx and two sesamoids. MTPJ1 is an ellipsoidlike joint between the rounded metatarsal head and the shallow cavity on the proximal
phalangeal bases.

Articular surface cover the distal and the plantar aspects of the

metatarsal head and has two longitudinal grooves separated by a ridge; each groove
articulates with a sesamoid bone embedded in the joint’s capsule2.
The total range of motion at the MTPJ1 in the sagittal plane is 111 degree which
includes 76 degrees of dorsiflexion and 34 degrees of plantar flexion3. The abnormal
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MTPJ1 has decreased range of motion3. Among the five MTPJs in foot, the greatest load
in walking is on the MTPJ1, and it can be as high as 90% of body weight4.
Osteoarthritis (OA), the most common form of arthritis, is a very devastating joint
disease and affects 27 million US adults55. Clinical outcomes for people with OA
typically involve pain, limitation of daily living activities, and overall diminution of the
quality of life6.

2

Figure 1-1: First metatarsophalangeal joint in foot with its bone

In Western populations, OA is one of the most frequent causes of pain, loss of
function and disability in adults. In the US, it is second only to ischemic heart disease as
a cause of work disability in men over 50 years of age7. Osteoarthritic diseases are a
result of both mechanical and biological events that destabilize the normal coupling of
degradation and synthesis of the articular cartilage chondrocytes (cells which constitute
the cartilage), extracellular matrix and subchondral bone (the bone beneath the articular
cartilage). It may be initiated by multiple factors including genetic, developmental,
metabolic, and traumatic etiologies. OA disease involves all of the tissues of the
diarthrodial joint. Ultimately, OA may lead to softening, ulceration, loss of articular
3

cartilage, sclerosis of the subchondral bone, osteophytes, and subchondral cysts. When
clinically evident, OA diseases are characterized by joint pain, tenderness and limitation
of movement6.
The first metatarsophalangeal joint is affected in up to 42% cases of OA. In a
joint-specific prevalence study in 3436 participants (69% female; 98% Caucasians; age
between 40 to 94 years), the MTPJ1 was affected in 20% of OA patients which was
evidenced by structural changes of osteoarthritis in dorso-plantar radiographic views of
foot9. Menz8 et al. using dorsi-plantar and lateral radiographic views of the foot found the
prevalence of MTPJ1 OA to be 42.4% in 197 people (age between 62 to 94 years).
Besides osteoarthritis, other conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis and gout also
affect the MTPJ19. Rheumatoid arthritis10 is characterized by persistent synovitis,
systemic inflammation, and auto antibodies. 50% of the risk for development of
rheumatoid arthritis is attributable to genetic factors and smoking is the main
environmental risk. Uncontrolled active rheumatoid arthritis causes joint damage,
disability and decreased quality of life. Rheumatoid arthritis affects 1.3 million adults in
the US. In a follow up study of 848 patients who fulfilled the American College of
Rheumatology (ACR) criteria for RA, Leeden12 et al. found involvement of MTPJ1 in
70% of patients at baseline and forefoot joint erosion in 60% of patients after eight years.
Gout affects 3.0 million adults in US5, and acute gouty arthritis typically presents
with a sudden and severe exquisitely painful joint, most classically in the MTPJ111.
Involvement of MTPJ1 with these conditions invariably leads to a deformed toe9.
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Hallux valgus (Figure 1-2) and hallux rigidus (Figure 1-3) are two major
deformities of the big toe. In a questionnaire-based study of 4249 adults aged > 30 years,
the prevalence of hallux valgus was found to be 28.4%9. The questionnaire included selfassessed hallux valgus with a validated instrument, nodal osteoarthritis, and joint pain,
history of rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis of the big toe. In the same population,
osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis had an association with hallux valgus with odd
ratios of 1.41 and 2.0511. In a study of 78 people by Bal12 et al., with rheumatoid arthritis
defined according to the American College of Rheumatology criteria, the frequency of
hallux valgus deformity was 64.1%. Hallux rigidus is one of the most important
predictors for functional capacity of foot. In a cross-sectional study of 784 subjects (age
74.5±6.0 years; 56.8% female, 44.5% African American, 41.7% white non-Hispanic,
13.8% Puerto Rican), the most common foot musculoskeletal disorder was found to be
hallux valgus with a prevalence of 37.1% 13.
Over 150 surgical techniques exist for treatment of hallux deformity, which
includes cheilectomy, arthrodesis, osteotomy, resection arthroplasty, and replacement of
part or the entire articular surface with an implant. Arthrodesis is the surgical technique
in which the MTPJ1 is fused, (Figure 1-4) which may lead to nonunion (10-15%) of the
arthrodesis, malposition of the bones (4.5-28.5%), complications due to metal fixators
(up to 46%), interphalangeal and metatarso-cuneiform arthritis and metatarsalgia (up to
20%)16. Cheilectomy is the surgery to remove bony lumps on the joint and is applied
only for mild osteoarthritis of the MTPJ1 and in grade I and II hallux rigidus14.
Osteotomies, where the bone is cut to change its alignment, can lead to shortening of the
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1st metatarsal bone and abnormal plantar pressure distribution and pain in other
metatarsal bones of foot15.

Figure 1-2: Hallux valgus

Figure 1-3: Hallux rigidus

Source:
http://www.healthbase.com/resources/images/ortho/healthbase_medical_tourism_bunion
_removal_surgery_bunionectomy_hallux_valgus.jpg
http://sanluispodiatrygroup.com/site_content/cms_content/library/images/00049/img_thumb_155
1587416.jpg

Osteotomy cannot be used if the MTPJ1 has advanced osteoarthritis16, 17. Joint resection
and inter-positional reconstruction, called resection arthroplasty, can lead to transfer
metatarsalgia of the 2nd to 5th metatarsal head, weakness in plantar flexion, and
shortening and elevation of the big toe18.
Another modality for the correction of hallux deformity is the replacement of the
MTPJ1 joint with a prosthesis, which is called arthroplasty. The replacement of the
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metatarsal as well as phalangeal part of the joint with a two component implant is known
as total arthroplasty and the replacement of either metatarsal or phalangeal part is known
as hemiarthroplasty.
There are various designs of a two component implant including the Lawrence
design, the Biomet implant, and the Futura® implant made from silicone (Figure 1-5a) or
metal (Figure 1-6a,1-7a,1-8a)19. The silicone implants may cause silicone synovitis,
regional lymphadenopathy, metatarsalgia, and stress fracture of the lateral metatarsals19.
In a 5-year follow-up survivorship study of Bio-Action™ metal implants in 15
consecutive first metatarsophalangeal total joint replacements, 93.3% of the phalangeal
components and 86.6% of metatarsal components showed signs of implant failure{Sinha,
2010 }. Another important consideration in using any total replacement implant is the
difficulty of repair of a failed procedure20.
To address some of the shortcomings of the resection procedures described above,
metallic hemi-implants were developed21. Very few follow-up studies have been done on
this type of implants. Salonga et al.21 in a retrospective study of hemi-implants replacing
the proximal end of phalanx (Figure 1-7a) with a Biopro® implant found that eight out of
seventy-six (10.13%) cases had complications which included severe pain, sesamoiditis,
extensor hallucis longus contracture, hallux subluxation and dislocation, and misaligned
implants.
In advanced stages of hallux rigidus, the metatarsal head is severely denuded of
its articular cartilage; however, the sesamoid articulations are usually spared except in the
most extreme cases. A hemi-implant (Figure 1-8a), which partially replaces the 1st
metatarsal head is used in these cases. This implant resurfaces the metatarsal head with
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minimal bone resection and without altering the sesamoid articulation. One example of
these implants, the HemiCAP® system for the MTPJ1, was approved by the FDA in 2004
and has shown promising results in patients with hallux rigidus, arthritic hallux valgus,
failed previous osteotomies and cheilectomy, avascular necrosis of the metatarsal head,
and failed fusion caused by increased pressure on the proximal phalanx22. To date,
superior postoperative range of motion (increase by 65 degrees) and pain reduction (The
mean American Orthopedic Foot and Ankle Society and 36-item Short-Form Health
Survey Questionnaire scores of 82.1 and 96.1, respectively) have resulted from this
implant22.
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Figure 1-4: Arthrodesis. Reprinted from “Comparison of Arthrodesis and Metallic
Hemiarthroplasty of the Hallux Metatarsophalangeal Joint. Surgical Technique” by
Raikin, S. M. and Ahmad, J, 2008, The Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery 90 (Suppl 2
Part 2): 171-180. Copyright 2008 by The Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery. Reprinted
with permission.
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Figure 1-5: a) Silicone implant. b) Silicone implant after arthroplasty of MTPJ1.
Source: http://www.joshuakaye.com/topics/halluxlimit.html
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Figure 1-6: a) Two-component metal implant b) Two-component metal implant
after total arthroplasty of MTPJ1. Reprinted from “Replacement arthroplasty for
hallux rigidus. 21 patients with a 2-year follow-up.” by Olms, K and Dietze, A,
1999, International orthopaedics 23 (4): 240-3. Copyright 1999 by Springer-Verlag
1999. Reprinted with permission.
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Figure 1-7: a) Hemiarthroplasty implant (phalangeal). Reprinted from “A
Retrospective Cohort Study of the BioPro(R) Hemiarthroplasty Prosthesis.” by
Salonga, Christine C; Novicki, David C; Pressman, Martin M and Malay, D Scot,
2010, The Journal of foot and ankle surgery: official publication of the American
College of Foot and Ankle Surgeons, Apr 24. Copyright 2010 by the American
College of Foot and Ankle Surgeons. Reprinted with permission. b) Implant
resurfacing base of phalanx. Reprinted from “First metatarsophalangeal
hemiarthroplasty for grade III and IV hallux rigidus,” by Giza, Eric and Sullivan,
Martin R, 2005, Techniques in Foot & Ankle Surgery: Volume 4 - Issue 1 - pp 1017. Copyright 2005 by Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, Philadelphia.
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Figure 1-8: a) Hemi-arthroplasty implant (metatarsal). b) Implant resurfacing
MTH1. Reprinted from “Resurfacing of the first metatarsal head in the treatment of
hallux rigidus,” by Carl T. Hasselman, 2008, Techniques in Foot & Ankle Surgery
7 (1): 31-40, Copyright 2005 by Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, Philadelphia.
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An anatomically based approach to design geometry of an MTPJ1 implant is
needed in order to best fit the articulating surface of the adjacent phalanx. There are no
details in the literature concerning the geometry of the design of the hemiarthroplasty
implants which replace the 1st metatarsal head. Most prior morphological studies of the
first metatarsal bone have reported only caliper (linear) measurements21,

22

. There has

been no study of the curvature of the articulating surface of 1st metatarsal bone in three
dimensions. The contribution of cartilage thickness on the articulating surface of MTH1
for the design of an implant has never been explored. In a few studies, microscopic
evaluation48 and creep indentation technique50 have been used to study the distribution of
cartilage thickness of the MTPJ1. To know the exact in vivo mapping of cartilage
thickness on the articular surface of the MTH1, an imaging study is required. No imaging
study exploring the cartilage thickness distribution of MTPJ1 and its contribution to the
implant design has been done.

1.2 Objectives
The end goal of this investigation was to design a hemi-arthroplasty implant for
the MTPJ1 based upon the morphology of metatarsal. The process for obtaining such a
design is presented in this dissertation with the expectation that this will provide better
kinematic outcomes for and satisfaction among patients. The study included the
comparison of goodness of fit of implants to the metatarsal bone when the implant was
designed with and without consideration of cartilage.
Achieving this goal required the acquisition of 3D surface data collection of
metatarsal osteological specimens, imaging of metatarsal bone from cadaver bone,
extraction of articular surface of MTH1 and finding a best fit to the articular surface of
14

MTH1. This process was divided into the following three specific aims:

SPECIFIC AIM 1: To characterize the bony geometry of the metatarsal head in
specimens

from

the

Hamann-Todd

Osteological

collection

(http://www.cmnh.org/site/ResearchandCollections/PhysicalAnthropology/Collections/H
amann-ToddCollection.aspx ). Chapter 2 describes a method to accomplish this goal with
multiple steps including acquisition of data from osteological specimens, identifying the
articular surface of osteological specimens, classifying them into different size groups
and finding a best fit ellipsoid for each of these groups.
SPECIFIC AIM 2: To examine the spatial relationship between the articular cartilage on
the first metatarsal head and the underlying subchondral bone. Chapter 3 describes the
method to examine this spatial relationship using new algorithms for segmenting the
cartilage from MRI images of the MTH1, creating three-dimensional surfaces of cartilage
and calculating the thickness profile for cartilage on the MTH1.
SPECIFIC AIM 3: To examine the effect of cartilage thickness on the design of an
implant for a first metatarsophalangeal joint hemiarthroplasty. Chapter 4 compares the
implant design developed with cartilage and without cartilage taken into consideration.
Goodness of fit for both kinds of implant is compared.
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Chapter 2

CHAPTER II
DESIGN OF A 1ST METATARSOPHALANGEAL
HEMIARTHROPLASTY IMPLANT BASED ON
OSTEOLOGICAL SPECIMENS
1,2
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ABSTRACT
Prosthetic replacement of the articular surface of the first metatarsal head (MTH1) with
the proximal phalanx (PP) is an accepted approach for the treatment of severe
osteoarthritis of the first metatarso-phalangeal joint (MTPJ1). However, there are few
studies describing the appropriate three dimensional geometry of such a replacement
which must be congruent with the articular surface of the PP which is spared in most of
the prosthetic replacement procedures of MTPJ1. In this study, 97 adult MTH1 bones
from the Hamann-Todd collection at the Cleveland Museum of Natural History were
scanned using a laser scanner with a resolution of 400 point per square inch. After a twostage alignment process using landmark identification and an iterative closest point
algorithm, the male and female specimens were divided into small, medium, large
groups. A best fit ellipsoid was obtained using non-linear unconstrained optimization
(NLUO) for the articular surfaces of the metatarsal heads for each size group.
Identification of the corners of the MTH1 articular patches led directly to the final
surfaces, on ellipsoids, suitable for the design of the hemi-arthroplasty. Average RMS
errors between the articulating surfaces of the bone specimens and the optimal fit
surfaces were between 0.29 and 0.42mm. Consideration of the thickness of cartilage
overlying the MTH may further improve the fit.
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2.1 Introduction
The first metatarso-phalangeal joint (MTPJ1) plays a crucial role in many human
locomotor movements

4,23,24

. When conservative treatments of MTPJ1 pathology fail, a

number of surgical options are available including arthrodesis 25,26, osteotomy27,28 29, and
replacement of part

30

-36 or all

31-33

-40 of the articular surface with an implant. In most

MTPJ1 arthroplasty procedures, the distal articulating surface (the proximal 1st phalanx)
is maintained and thus it is important that the geometry of any metatarsal head
replacement be designed with close fidelity to the original metatarsal head. The
alignment of the replacement must also be accurate to ensure optimal functioning.
Although implant manufacturers often refer to their products as “anatomically designed”
34,35

-43 there is a paucity of data available on the design of MTPJ1 prosthetic components

in the refereed literature. Numerical approaches to the derivation of implant surfaces
have been previously described for the hip36, knee37, and elbow38,39. In this study, we
present a quantitative approach to the design of replacements for the articular surface of
the first metatarsal head (MTH1) based on an analysis of 3-D scans of osteological
specimens.

2.2 Methods
Osteological specimens of the 1st metatarsal from the Hamann-Todd collection at
the Cleveland Museum of Natural History were scanned using a NextEngine
(NextEngine, Inc. Santa Monica, California) 3D desktop laser scanner with a precision of
400 data points per inch. A total of 97 adult bone sets were scanned (48 male and 49
female sets, age range: 30-50 yrs: mean age 39.5±5.69 yrs and 37.0±5.32 yrs for males
and females respectively, body weight :59.06 ± 5.57 kg and 57.61 ± 7.21 kg for males
18

and females respectively. The relatively low body weights resulted from the nature of the
Hamann-Todd collection which was assembled from the unclaimed dead of Cuyahoga
County, OH between 1912 and 1938. Many of these individuals were emaciated after
chronic illness. In addition, body weights were not taken in some cases until a month
after death and thus an unknown amount of fluid could have evaporated or been lost in
other ways.

These limitations are not likely to affect the bony geometry of the

specimens.
Metatarsal and phalanx bones were fixed to a turntable and scanned from at least 8
views. The resulting scans were then aligned and merged using standard NextEngine
software to generate a single 3-D surface for each bone. Alignment to a common
reference frame was achieved using a two stage process (Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-1: Lateral (A), anterior (B), and posterior (C) scans of a typical 1st metatarsal bone.
Anatomical axes and landmarks used for initial alignment are shown

Initial Alignment: Three landmark points were identified on each specimen by viewing
the 3-D image. These points, defined with respect to the anatomical position, were: Point
A: the most antero-inferior point (on the inter-condylar ridge of the head); Point B: the
most postero-superior proximal point (above the tarso-metatarsal joint); and Point C: the
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most postero-inferior proximal point (below the tarso-metatarsal joint). The initial local
reference frame shown in Figure 2-1 was then created for each bone where the x-axis was
along CA, the y-axis was formed by the cross product of CA and BA. The z axis was then
cross-product of the unit vectors along the x and y axes. When the alignment of different
metatarsals expressed in this initial reference frame was compared, it was apparent that
inaccuracy in the location of the three anatomical points and/or different amount of
torsion of the shafts of the individual bones resulted in poor alignment of the articular
surfaces (Figure 2-2). To minimize this variation so that the articular surfaces in various
size groups could be compared, a secondary alignment was performed.
Secondary Alignment: Typical male and female metatarsal bones were chosen as
templates for the secondary alignment using the following criteria: a high quality scan;
broad undamaged articular surfaces; and a clearly identifiable crest between the trochlear
surfaces for the sesamoids starting at around mid-height of the metatarsal head.
The initial local reference frames of the template bones were used to create an ellipsoid
having its center at the origin and semi-axes parallel to axes of the reference frames. An
unconstrained non-linear optimization process (FMINUNC in Matlab) in which the
position of the center of the ellipsoid, the length of semi-axes, and the angles of rotations
of the ellipsoid were varied led to an optimal ellipsoid fitted to each of the template
bones. The final local reference frames for the template bones were then generated by
transforming the initial local reference frame by the rotations and translations determined
from the optimal fit ellipsoid. Male and female bones were analyzed separately.
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Figure 2-2: A. Specimens 0421 and 2242 in their initial reference frames viewed down
the x-axis towards the origin. From the line drawn as a tangent to both condyles, the
misalignment of the condylar surfaces after initial alignment is apparent. B. Template
bone (left) and specimens 0421 and 2242 after secondary alignment with the template
bone. The white line in an approximate tangent to medial and lateral condylar surfaces.

Individual target bones were then all aligned to the appropriate template bone (after first
transforming the target bones from the other side of the body by a reflection in the X-Z
plane of the initial reference frame). Bone length for all bones was obtained by
calculating the largest distance between any two points on each bone and all points on the
anterior 40% were isolated for secondary alignment. Unconstrained nonlinear
optimization method was again used, but in this case with a minimization of the cost
21

function calculated from the sum of the squared distance between each point on the
template bone and the closest point on the target bone40. All points on each entire target
bone were then transformed according to the rotations and translations calculated from
the optimization (Figure 2-2B and 2-3).

Figure 2-3: Alignment of target bone (blue) with template bone after secondary alignment.

Finding the Articular Patch for the Phalanx and Sesamoids:
The identification of the region of the metatarsal head surface that articulates with
the proximal phalanx was accomplished by isolating the region of the articular patch
superior to the inter-condylar crest. To accomplish this, the metatarsal head was
identified by successive truncation of proximal regions. An axis was established
22

perpendicular to the XZ plane at the midpoint of the line between the most superior and
inferior points on the metatarsal head (see Figure 2-4). Radial slices of the MTH were
obtained around this axis. The cutting plane was rotating in increments of 1º, from -10º to
180º, about the Z-axis. Section width for each slice was defined between the minimum
and maximum Y’’ coordinates (Figure 2-5). Separate rules, described in Table 2-1, were
necessary in different sectors of the MTH to segment the articular patch.
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Table 2-1: Approach used to isolate the articular surface for both phalanx and sesamoids from the
MTH1.

Region

Aspect

Purpose

Action

+ 10 deg to

Medial

Trim the medial and

Trim symmetrically to

180

and lateral

lateral borders of the

62% of current slice

MTH which are not part

width

of the articular surface
-10 deg to +

Lateral

Trim the lateral border

Trim lateral margin by

of the MTH

14% of width

Include supero-lateral

Remove (100%-5(n-1))

deg

segment of articular

of entire slice where

increment

surface

n=1,21 for slices -10 to

9 deg
At each 1

Medial

from -10 to

+10.

+ 9 deg
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Figure 2-4: Cutting planes used to identify the articular surfaces on a typical bone
(specimen 2242 used in Figure 2-2) generated by rotation about a line parallel to the Y
axis in the final reference frame. See text for further details.

Figure 2-5: Individual sections of the MTH on the -10, 10, 90, and 180 degree cutting
planes (above) and the articular surfaces identified by the cropping process (see text for
details). There was no articular surface present on the -10 degree plane. Note the
presence of the inter-condylar crest in the 90 and 180 degree sections
25

A quadratic curve was fitted to each slice and the root mean square (RMS) error
of this curve fit in the middle one-third of the section was calculated. Critical residuals
from 0.25 mm to 0.65mm were used iteratively on all slices to identify the inferior extent
of the surface. At each critical value, the resulting articular patch was visually examined
for the presence or absence of the crest. If no crest was present, the critical residual was
incremented by 0.1mm and the process repeated. The median critical residual for all
slices was 0.55mm in male and 0.45mm in female specimens (SD 0.13 both in male and
female specimens). Because of rough articular surfaces, 10 cases required special
treatment. Typical superior articular patches resulting from this process are shown in
Figure 2-6.

Figure 2-6: A. A set of superior articular patches from the female medium group. B.
The same patches, shown in Figure 2-6A , with the best fit ellipsoid for the female
medium group.
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Sorting into size-based groups based on metatarsal head dimensions:
The method used to sort the bones into size groups was based upon the linear
measurements on the MTH1 which approximately predicts the curvature of its
articulating patches. Although more complex three dimensional methods are available,
this simple method was used to allow clinicians to size an implant based on plain
radiographs. The required measurements are shown in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7: a. Sagittal view. b. Dorsi-Plantar view. A: Lowest point on MTH1; B:
Highest point on MTH1; C: Mid-point of AB; D: Anterior most point at the mid-height of
MTH1; E: Mid-point of BD; F: Point of intersection of perpendicular bisector of BD and
arc formed by BD; h: Height of MTH. G: Most medial point on MTH1 ; H: Lateral point
on MTH1; I: Mid-point of GH; J: Anterior most point at the middle of the width; W:
Width of MTH

Based upon these measurements, best fit circles were obtained for arcs formed by MTH1
in sagittal view (between B and D) and in dorsi-plantar view (between G and H) using
eq.149. The average of these radii was taken as determinant of sizing as follows:
Average radius =
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A normal distribution curve was fitted to the distribution of average radius in male and
female group separately. The Shapiro-Wilk test of normality W statistics was 0.98 for
distributions of both the male and female bones. The distributions were divided into three
groups based upon z-score from the normal distribution (<-1z: Small; >+1z large; >-1 z
<+1 medium) for males and females separately.

Defining the Best-fit Articular Patch for each group
Articulating patches obtained, as described above, from each metatarsal head
expressed in the final local reference frame were compiled into a single data file. A best
fit ellipsoid was obtained for this data set using an unconstrained nonlinear optimization
method in Matlab to vary the nine degrees of freedom (3 semi-axis lengths, 3
orientations, and the three-dimensional location of the centroid). The shortest Euclidean
distance from each point on the ellipsoid surface to the bone patch data was measured
and minimization of the sum of these distances was used as the cost function for
optimization (Figure 2-6B). The final step involved extraction of the region of the surface
of the ellipsoid that contained all of the articular patches in each individual group. This
was accomplished by identifying the median locations of the four corners of the set of
articular surface patches and then radially projecting the mid-points for the following
pairs corners on the ellipsoid : superior-lateral and inferior-lateral; superior-lateral and
superior-medial; superior-medial and inferior-medial; and inferior-medial and inferiorlateral. A cutting plane was then created using an unconstrained optimization algorithm
which minimized the sum of distances from these mid-points to the plane (Figure 2-8).
To parameterize the cutting plane, a local reference frame with respect to each ellipsoid
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was created such that the semi-axes of ellipsoid made the three major axes of the
reference frame. An arbitrary point on the cutting plane was indentified and two direction
vectors were calculated for the cutting plane at that point.

Figure 2-9: A. Median of mid-points (solid colored) between the four pair of corners
projected on best fit ellipsoid surface. B. An optimal plane passing near to those four
points on ellipsoid. C. Patch of ellipsoid extracted by the plane.

Figure 2-10: The women’s small (A), medium(B) and large(C) implants shown in
relation to specimens from respective group (specimen number 0128 (A), 1785(B),
2128(C)).(RMSE: Root mean square error).
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2.3 Results
The class intervals used to classify the bones are presented in Table 2-2. These
intervals were based upon the mean radii of the best fit circles to arcs formed by MTH1
in sagittal and dorsi-plantar views. One way analysis of variance and subsequent pairwise
comparisons using Tukey tests (Matlab Statistical Toolbox) indicated that the mean radii
for each group was significantly different from every other group (p<0.05) mean except
those of medium female and small male, and large female and medium male groups.
The characteristics of the best fit ellipsoids for the articular surfaces for each of the
six groups are shown in Table 2-3. These data represent the key outcomes of this study
since, after appropriate cropping; they completely describe the geometry of the proposed
hemi-arthroplasties. The orientations of the cutting planes for the ellipsoids are described
with respect to the ellipsoidal local coordinate systems in Table 2-4. Examples of the
final implant surfaces are shown both in isolation and in relation to a typical metatarsal
bone for the female small, medium, and large groups in Figure 2-9. Average RMS errors
between the articulating surfaces of the bone specimens and the optimal fit surfaces are
presented in Table 2-5.

Table 2-2: Class intervals used to classify bones into small, medium, and large groups.
The values are the mean radii of the two optimal-fit circles of the sagittal and dorsiplantar planar projections of MTH1. ( Mean radius for male: 8.75±0.63mm and mean
radius for female:8.03±0.53mm)

Male
Female

Small

Medium

Large

<8.12
<7.50

8.12- 9.38
7.50 -8.56

>9.38
>8.56
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6.5

Large (n=8)

Small (n=6)
Medium
(n=34)
Large (n=8)

FEMALE

-1.18

7.33

-2.42
-2.21
-1.72

2.87
-6.55
1.67

-1.54

-1.21

7

Center Y

Small (n=9)
Medium
(n=32)

MALE

Center X

13.28

11.64

13.2

9.41

11.1

11.66

Center Z

7.76
9.06

7.44

7.97

7.62

7.17
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Semiaxis X

11.06
12.07

10.16

13.44

11.51

11.08

Semiaxis Y

7.45
7.94

6.51

10.95

8.83

7.62

Semiaxis Z

3.7
2.58

5.12

-2.5

-3.7

2.39

Yaw

49.8
8.3

5.52

1.89

0.33

-0.5

Pitch

9.26
1.96

5.69

6.55

3.03

2.03

Roll

0.46
0.65

0.39

0.77

0.69

0.77

RMS Error

Table 2-3: Dimensions and orientation (with respect to anatomical axes) of optimal-fit ellipsoids (Semiaxes and RMS error in
mm; Yaw, Pitch and Roll in degrees.

Table 2-4: Parameters of the cutting plane, which extracts the implant surface from
ellipsoid, with respect to the ellipsoid having center at origin and semi-axes making the
axes of reference frame. First and second direction vector represent the vectors for plane
from one of the point on plane. X’, Y’ and Z’ represent the coordinates in reference frame
created with respect to ellipsoid.

Point on Plane

First direction vector

Second direction vector

X’

Y’

Z’

X’

Y’

Z’

X’

Y’

Z’

Small

4.01

0.53

2.93

0.18

-0.98

-0.07

0.57

0.17

-0.81

Medium

4.12

0

3.1

-0.1

-0.99

0.13

0.59

-0.17

-0.79

Large

5.51

-0.2

4.53

-0.1

-0.99

0.08

0.63

-0.13

-0.77

Small

3.67

0.56

3.45

0.47

-0.8

-0.37

0.51

0.58

-0.63

Medium

0.42

0

5.19

-0.09

-0.1

0

-1

0.09

0.08

Large

4.4

0.69

4.1

0.51

-0.76

-0.42

0.46

0.64

-0.61

MALE

FEMALE

Table 2-5: Mean ± standard deviation of root mean square error between the ellipsoid
patch and the MTH for individual each group
Small

Medium

Large

Male

0.38± 0.05

0.42 ± 0.09

0.38 ± 0.11

Female

0.34 ± 0.06

0.29± 0.05

0.34± 0.07
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2.4 Discussion
This study used a novel approach for designing an implant to resurface the primary
articulating surface of MTH1 for MTPJ1 hemiarthroplasty. This approach uses MTH1
articular surface parameterization with an optimal ellipsoid fit. An ellipsoid was chosen
because it has nine degrees of freedom and thus allows for more customization of the
articular surface than, for example, a sphere which has only 4 degrees of freedom. An
ellipsoid can be easily parameterized to define the implant surface.
MTPJ1 is a gliding hinge joint in which the axis of rotation moves dorsally as the
proximal phalanx dorsiflexes beyond 30º to prevent dorsal jamming of the MTPJ1
articular surfaces. The kinematics of this movement is largely determined by the condylar
shape of MTH119. Thus in order to prevent the impingement of the articular surfaces the
MTH1 implant must maintain the congruity of the native MTH1 condyles41. This is also
important because the phalangeal articulation of MTPJ1 is spared in the hemiarthroplasty procedure.
Examination of the orientations of the optimal fit ellipsoids for the different groups
of bone dataset (Table 2-3) showed that the angles of pitch obtained for medium female
group (49.80 degrees) was out-of-family compared to the other groups (average 6.91
degrees). The very similar lengths of semi-axes X and Z in the female medium group
explain this pitch angle discrepancy. The similar semi-axes lengths make the ellipsoid’s
final position after optimization relatively insensitive to the angle of pitch.
The anatomical congruence of the ellipsoid based implants with the metatarsal head
that they are intended to replace was excellent. The mean RMS error of fit of the implant
to the six different size groups was between 0.29-0.42mm. Comparison of male and
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female bones for the size of best fit ellipsoid showed sexual dimorphism suggesting that
male and female versions of MTH1 implants may be required. The semi-axes of the
ellipsoid fitted to male bones were invariably greater than those of the female bones
which is consistent with previous studies42,43, except our results showed male values for
semi-axes X (parallel to the X-axis - see Figure 2-2B) were smaller than female values.
The size classification using the average of the radii of best fit circles to the anterior
curves of MTH1 in the lateral and dorsi-plantar views was used because these
measurements are easily accessible from planar and lateral radiographs and can thus be
used to assist surgeons with pre-operative planning of sizing. This method is in contrast
to previous studies that have used caliper measurements on the first metatarsal bone43
without consideration of the curvature of the articular surface.
The present study has a number of limitations. Although a total of 97 specimens
were examined, the numbers of specimens in some size and sex groups were relatively
small and further work with a larger number of specimens is required to definitively
identify sizing and sexual dimorphism. There is a possibility of subjective error in the
alignment of the multiple scans for each specimen to create a single surface. During
processing, a two staged alignment was needed to bring all bones to a common reference
frame. The initial alignment based on subjectively chosen anatomical landmarks showed
large variations and is not recommended as a primary method of alignment in future
studies. However such alignment does provide good initial values for the secondary
alignment using the iterative closest point algorithm (ICP) which requires a reasonable
initial estimate to avoid local minima. In this study, we have focused on the metatarsal
head articular surface, and have not considered either the articular surface of the proximal
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phalanx or the articulation with the sesamoids. The rules used to extract articular surface
(see Table 2-1) did not work for a few specimens and manual selection was required. In
addition, no consideration was given to the articular cartilage covering over the
metatarsal head. Although this has been previously shown to have a maximum thickness
of 1mm44 consideration of local variations in cartilage thickness may further improve the
congruity of implant placed in vivo.

2.5 Conclusions
A new design approach to an implant for MTH1 hemiarthroplasty was identified
based upon the three dimensional morphology of osteological specimens. After
classification into sex and size-based groups, the resulting implant profile provided a very
good fit to individual bones. This method can be extended to the design of implants for
other joints which require hemiarthroplasty.
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CHAPTER III
CARTILAGE THICKNESS MEASUREMENT OF FIRST
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ABSTRACT
Hyaline articular cartilage is one of the most important structures of the first
metatarsophalangeal joint (MTPJ1). Cartilage thickness mapping is required for accurate
computational biomechanical assessment of the MTPJ1. Imaging techniques have been
used to study cartilage thickness mapping of other joints like the knee, hip and wrist but
no imaging study has been done to explore the MTPJ1. In this study, 2 adult MTPJ1s
were harvested from cadavers and were scanned using a 14T MRI scanner. The cartilage
region was segmented semi-automatically from the image. The segmentation method
36

used the Canny edge detection algorithm and an intensity based ‘edge growing
algorithm’. The segmented cartilage from the image was stacked to form 3D cartilage
shells. The point-to-point distance between the outer and inner shells of cartilage was
measured to obtain cartilage thickness mapping of the MTH1. The MTH1 articular
surface was divided into 6 regions and the thickness mappings of all the regions were
compared. The overall mean thicknesses of cartilage in different regions were found to be
0.59 to 0.79 mm.
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3.1 Introduction
Hyaline articular cartilage is one of the most important structures in a synovial
joint. It protects the bone articular surfaces from abrasion and provides a smooth
lubricated surface for joint movement45. To characterize the mechanical properties of a
diarthrodial joint and to understand its morphology, the articular cartilage thickness
measurement and the variation of thickness across the surface of the joint are required 46.
The thickness of the hyaline cartilage of a synovial joint varies from region to
region of the articular surface47. The articular cartilage usually mimics the contours of
the subchondral bone to which it is attached48, and the thickness of articular cartilage
seems to be related to the congruence of a joint. Thin cartilage is found in congruent
joints, such as the ankle, whereas thick cartilage is found in incongruent joints, such as
the knee 49.
Various methods for the measurement of thickness include optical
ultrasonic techniques51
CT55, MRI56

and

52 ,

49 50

and

, laser scanning morphometry53, histomorphic techniques44

laser scanning57. Imaging techniques
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,

such as CT, MRI and

ultrasonography have been used with other joints such as the knee58,59, hip60,61 and wrist62.
To identify the cartilage region in the images, most of these methods have used manual
segmentation of cartilage by a radiologist or trained researcher which makes this process
demanding in terms of labor and time. Manual segmentation is also susceptible to
subjective error during selection of a region of interest.
The first metatarsophalangeal joint (MTPJ1) plays a crucial role in many human
locomotor movements

63,23,24

. Osteoarthritis, a degenerative disease of cartilage, involves

the MTPJ1 in up to 42% cases8. To the best of our knowledge no imaging studies have
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been done to explore the cartilage thickness of the MTPJ1. In a few studies microscopic
evaluations

44

and creep indentation techniques46 have been used to study the cartilage

thickness of the MTPJ1. Muehlman44 et al. reported a correlation between the cartilage
thickness distribution and weight bearing distribution on the head of the 1st metatarsal
bone. Athanaiou46 et al. study suggest the cartilage thickness of MTPJ1 is indicative of
the functional environment of MTPJ1.
To measure the in vivo thickness of the cartilage in a reproducible manner, an imaging
study of the cartilage is required. The imaging method capable of directly visualizing
articular cartilage is magnetic resonance imaging58 or contrast enhanced CT
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. The

objective of our current work is to
-

Determine the thickness of cartilage in different regions of the first metatarsal
head (MTH1) using 14T MRI images.

-

Describe a new method which uses image processing and computational
geometry for segmentation of cartilage in the MRI image of the MTH1.
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Figure 3-1: 14T MRI scanner

3.2 Method
3.2.1 Data Acquisition
MRI images of MTPJ1 specimens from two cadavers (75 years female and 77
years male) were acquired from a 14T MRI scanner (Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany)
(Figure 3-1) using a turbo spin echo pulse sequence (Appendix B) with voxel size of 0.05
x 0.05 x 0.10 mm3 (for specimen from 75 year female) and 0.04 x 0.04 x 0.04 mm3 (for
specimen from 77 year female). Field of view was 25 x 25 x 25mm3 (for specimen from
75 year female) and 20 x 20 x 20mm3 (for specimen from 77 year female). Exclusion
criteria for the specimen were as follows: fracture, previous toe surgery, and degenerative
disease which were defined as the presence of osteophytes. The transverse view of the
grayscale image of each MTH1 was used for further analysis (Figure 3-2a.).
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3.2.2 Cartilage thickness mapping
Using concepts of image processing and computational geometry the cartilage
thickness mapping of the MTH1 was done in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA).
This was accomplished in multiple stages including; extraction of outer border of
cartilage from grayscale image, segmentation of complete cartilage region in the image,
smoothing of the segmented cartilage region, 3D reconstruction of cartilage, and cartilage
thickness measurements. Various intensity based techniques for image segmentation,
such as thresholding and region growing65, were tried before the cartilage segmentation
method developed by the author was implemented.

3.2.2.1 Cartilage outer border extraction
The various steps for extraction of the outer border of the cartilage were
performed in a MATLAB based GUI. For each slice of the grayscale image of MTH1,
the edges of the cartilage image were detected with a Canny edge detection algorithm66
(Figure 3-2) (Appendix D). The algorithm used a Gaussian filter, with standard
deviations of 2 and 3, for noise reduction in the image. Different values of standard
deviations were needed for the two different image datasets.
A fused image of all the edges in the grayscale image together with the original image
was created (Figure 3-3). The cartilage region in the image shows two borders: an outer
border formed by the edges on the interface of the cartilage and the soft tissue or water
surrounding the cartilage; and an inner border formed by the interface between cartilage
and subchondral bone. The outer border consisted of large continuous fragments of
edges, while the inner border consisted of small fragments of edges, so the outer border
required less manual intervention.
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The edges which touched the outer border of the cartilage and did not lie
completely on the border were trimmed manually. The rest of the edges were trimmed
manually, saving the outer border of the cartilage, to make the further steps run faster.
Small gaps (Figure 3-4) in the outer border of cartilage, due to the damaged surface of the
cartilage as an effect of aging, were interpolated with a quadratic interpolation function.
The interpolation function used was based on curve fitting to the edge segments adjacent
to the gap. These edge segments were selected by manually choosing two end pixels, and
all the pixels between end pixels were found using an ‘edge walking algorithm’
(explained below).
After interpolation, the outer border of the cartilage was extracted from the fused
image using an ‘edge walking algorithm’ (explained below). In this process two pixels
are chosen manually on the outer border and the all the pixels between those two points
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Figure 3-2: (a) Transverse section image of 1st metatarsal head with 14T MRI. (b) Edges
detected in the image shown in Figure 3-2(a) with canny edge detection algorithm
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on the border are extracted. This process was repeated until the complete outer border
was extracted (Figure 3-5).
Edge walking algorithm: Based upon the concept of topological walk67 an edge walking
algorithm in two dimensions was implemented by the author. In this algorithm, pixels in
the image are considered as a point cluster in 2D space. The algorithm finds the geodesic
path from the given starting point towards the given finish point such that the path will

Figure 3-3: Fusion image of the grayscale image and the edges found in the grayscale
image with canny edge detection.
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include the successive nearest points. First, the algorithm finds the connectivity of the
points in its cluster using Delaunay triangulation
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(Appendix C) and finds the first two

nearest connected neighbors to the starting point. From these two points, the one that is
closer to the finish point is included in the geodesic path and this point becomes the
starting point for next iteration. This process runs iteratively until the finish point is
reached and included in the geodesic path.

Figure 3-4: (a) Upper border with gap. (b) Interpolated gap (red) with the two segments
(blue) of edge used for quadratic interpolation
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Figure 3-5: Transverse section of MTH1 with outer border (green) of cartilage.

3.2.2.2 Cartilage region extraction
Edge growing algorithm: Based upon the concept of seeded region growing69 an ‘edge
growing algorithm’ was implemented by the author. In this algorithm, first a best fit
circle to the outer border is calculated using a non-linear unconstrained optimization
method. For each pixel (called a “seed point”) of the outer border, the nearest neighbor
pixel towards the center of the circle is examined for its intensity value. The nearest
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neighbor pixel which has intensity within a range of threshold intensity values (5 to 220)
is included in the region of cartilage and this neighboring pixel becomes the seed point
for next iteration. This process goes on iteratively until a seed point with the lowest value
of intensity threshold is detected and the next nearest neighbor of this seed point has the
intensity greater than that of seed point. The last seed point forms the pixel for inner
border of cartilage. The number of pixels between the initial seed point and the last pixel
included in the region is called ‘depth’ of the cartilage for that initial seed point. A
collection of last pixels forms the inner border of cartilage in the image and the pixels
between the inner and outer borders represent the cartilage region. In this manner, the
cartilage area and its inner border were identified for each slice (Figure 3-6).
As seen in Figure 3-6 the inner border of the cartilage was rough and required smoothing
which was accomplished with a customized mean filter.
Mean filter: For each pixel (target point) of outer border, a window of size up to 20% of
the number of pixels in the outer border is created. The window contains the target point
and its neighboring pixels on the outer border. Then a mean of ‘depth’ for all pixels in
this window is calculated. The depth of the target point is replaced with this mean value,
and based upon this depth; a new inner pixel for the inner border is calculated. This
process runs iteratively for all the points in the outer border and a smoother inner border
of the cartilage surface is obtained.
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Figure 3-6: Cartilage segmentation with an ‘edge growing algorithm’.
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Figure 3-7: Cartilage region after mean filtering

3.2.2.2 Creating cartilage articular surface
The inner and the outer border of the cartilage from all the slices of the MTH1
image were stacked to form a three-dimensional inner shell and outer shell of cartilage,
respectively. These shells were clusters of points which represented pixels of the image at
the outer and inner borders of the cartilage. The upper part of the articular surface which
articulates with the base of the 1st phalanx was extracted manually in Paraview 3.10
(Kitware, Inc. New York). A Taubin70 VPRRWKLQJILOWHU ȜDQGȝ-0.53) was used for
these 3-D shells to smooth their surfaces, and final surfaces for use in thickness
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measurement was obtained (Figure 3-8 and 3-9). The outer shell of the cartilage layer in
each specimen was aligned to the osteological articular surface of one of the template
metatarsals, used in Chapter 2, using iterative closest point algorithm40 (ICP). The
rotations and translations obtained by ICP for the outer shell were then applied to
transform the inner shell of cartilage.

3.2.2.3 Dividing the cartilage articular surface into six regions
A best fit sphere for the outer shell was obtained using an unconstrained
optimization method. The outer shell of the cartilage was divided into six regions as
shown in Figure 3-11. These six regions were based upon the previous study by
Muehlman44 in which the cartilage thickness was measured in different load bearing
regions of MTH1. To divide the articular surface into six regions, the articular surface
was projected into YZ plane and a rectangle in YZ plane with the dimension of the
articular surface extension in YZ plane was created. This rectangle covered the projected
articular surface points (for reference frame see Figure 2-2). This rectangle was then
divided into six regions by a 3x3 grid. The points of the projected articular surface
belonging to different regions were identified and then their corresponding points in the
3-D articular surface were identified. Similarly, the inner shell of the cartilage was also
divided into six regions.

3.2.2.3 Calculating the cartilage thickness
For each region on the cartilage articular surface, rays were drawn from the center
(O) of the best fit sphere (obtained in section 3.2.2.4) to each point (A) on the outer shell
of cartilage. For each ray, the nearest point (B) on the inner shell of the cartilage was
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identified and the distance between this nearest point (A) and the ray’s point on the inner
shell (B) was calculated as thickness of cartilage for that point (A) (Figure 3-10).

3.3 Results
The cartilage thickness mapping of MTH1 articular region was done at 6 regions
on the surface of the articular cartilage shown in Figure 3-11. Median and median
absolute deviation (MAD) of the cartilage thickness mapping in different regions for two
specimens were calculated and are represented in Figure 3-12. The average of these
median thicknesses from all the regions was 0.73±0.07 mm. The thickest cartilage was
observed in region D (0.79 mm) and thinnest was observed in region E (0.59 mm). Table
3.1 shows the mean thickness of cartilage for each of six regions on the MTH1.
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Figure 3-8: (a) anterior view of inner surface of cartilage shell. (b) anterior
view of outer surface of cartilage shell. Note the smoothness of the outer shell compared
to the inner shell
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Figure 3-9: Inner and Outer cartilage shell
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Figure 3-10: Ray from center (O) of the best fit sphere to a point (A) on outer shell of
cartilage. B is the point on inner shell nearest to the ray OA.

Figure 3-11: Articular surface of MTH1 divided into 6 regions A to F for cartilage
thickness analysis.
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Figure 3-12: Bar chart for the median and median absolute deviation of thickness of
cartilage on 6 regions of MTH1 for two specimens

Table 3-1: Mean (± standard deviation) thickness of the cartilage in six regions of the
MTH1 upper articular surface.
Region
Thickness(in mm)

A

B

C

D

E

F

0.74±0.13 0.77±0.24 0.76±0.32 0.79±0.17 0.59±0.04 0.75±0.21

3.4 Discussion
A new method based upon 14T MRI imaging of MTH1 is presented to measure
the distribution of cartilage thickness on MTH1. Cartilage was represented as a shell
consisting of a point cluster in 3D space with inner and outer surfaces. The cartilage shell
was divided into 6 regions and the distribution of the thickness at different regions was
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compared. This technique enabled us to study thin (< 1mm) highly curved cartilage
layers.
Few studies have reported the cartilage thickness distribution of the MTH1. Liu et
al. 46 reported the MTH1 articular cartilage thickness in cadaveric specimen obtained with
a creep indentation technique 46. Muehlman et al.
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also performed a cadaveric study in

which samples were taken from 9 sites on the MTH1 and articular cartilage thickness was
measured using microscopic evaluation.
Previous studies of cartilage thickness mapping used a large amount of manual
measurement which is demanding in terms of labor and time. Previous studies were also
destructive to the MTH1. In our present study, these difficulties were overcome using a
unique semi-automated method of measuring articular cartilage thickness and of mapping
the thickness. The median cartilage thickness varied from 0.59 to 0.79 mm in six regions
of the MTH1. The following mean value for MTH1 cartilage thickness has been reported
previously: 0.56 to 1.11 mm by Liu46 using biphasic creep indentation technique and 0.75
to 1.35 mm by Muehlman44 using microscopic evaluation. The thickness of cartilage
measured in our study lies within the range of the thicknesses obtained in previous
studies. The region D on MTH1 which showed the thickest cartilage, also agree with the
study of Muehlman.
MRI has been explored to measure the cartilage thickness of different joints such
as the knee 59, and hip 55,61, but it has not previously been explored to measure the MTH1
cartilage thickness. To the best of our knowledge, no published studies regarding
evaluation of articular cartilage thickness have used 14T MRI. 14T MRI acquires a very
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high resolution image, and in this study a resolution of up to 0.04mm per pixel was
achieved. This technique can be ideal for measuring cartilage thickness in sub-millimeter
range.
There are a number of potential limitations in the present study. First, to establish
a reliable average thickness of cartilage of general population, a greater number of
samples are required. Second, because of very low difference between the grayscale
values of the cartilage and the subchondral bone, it was very difficult to obtain a smooth
inner shell of cartilage. Smoothing of the data of inner shell was performed and this may
have led to loss of data of the cartilage shell and subsequent errors in the estimation of
cartilage thickness. Third, since this method is a threshold-based technique, the thickness
of the cartilage obtained may vary with the threshold of intensity selected for identifying
the cartilage region. The sensitivity of the method with the change in the threshold will be
studied in future work.
There are several potential advantages of this new technique for thickness
mapping.

First, the consideration of cartilage thickness mapping will give a better

estimation of the contour of the MTH1 which may help in better designing MTH1
implants used for arthroplasty of the MTPJ1. Second, in the computational biomechanical
assessment of the MTPJ1 using a finite element model, the incorporation of an
inhomogeneous cartilage thickness distribution may result in more precise estimated of
the actual stress distribution around the articular cartilage
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. Third, the technique

developed for segmentation of cartilage from MRI images can be applied to segment the
cartilage from MRI of other joints such as the knee, ankle or wrist. The conventional
intensity-based image segmentation methods, such as thresholding and region growing,
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could not segment the cartilage region from the image, so this customized semiautomated cartilage was implemented by the author. Fourth, 14T MRI can be explored to
study the cartilage thickness mapping on other bones such as the rest of the metatarsal
bones 73 and wrist74 which also likely have sub-millimeter cartilage thicknesses. Fifth, the
complete technique can be used for measurement of the volume of cartilage on the joints.
The volume of cartilage is known to correlate with the radiographic grade of
osteoarthritis 75 .

3.5 Conclusion and Future work
A semi-automated method for cartilage segmentation and a method for cartilage
thickness mapping have been presented. Although the results need further validation with
a greater number of specimens, the method is suitable for application to other joints for
the measurement of cartilage thickness. The point-to-point correspondence of the
subchondral bone surface and the cartilage thickness mapping will be done so that the
thickness mapping can be placed properly on the MTH1 to create an appropriate model of
bone. The effect of placing a cartilage thickness map on the geometry of the implant used
for the MTPJ1 arthroplasty will be studied.
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CHAPTER IV
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ABSTRACT
In the normal first metatarsophalangeal joint (MTPJ1), the first metatarsal head
(MTH1) has articular cartilage which forms the MTPJ1 with the proximal phalanx. The
implant for a MTPJ1 hemi-arthroplasty should be congruent to the contour of the
articular cartilage for better fitting to the phalanx. The current study investigates the
effect on the geometry of the implant for MTPJ1 hemi-arthroplasty when the thickness of
cartilage on the MTH1 is considered. The three-dimensional surfaces of 97 metatarsal
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osteological specimens were obtained with a laser scanner. The segment of the MTH1
articular surface which articulates with proximal phalanx was divided into six regions.
The thickness profile of the cartilage covering the subchondral bone of MTH1 was
obtained from two cadaver feet using MRI imaging and numerical analysis. This
thickness profile was placed over the articular surface of the each of the osteological
specimens to create a cartilage surface for each specimen. The created cartilage surface
and the articular surface on the osteological specimen of MTH1 were divided into three
size groups, for male and female separately and a best fit ellipsoid for each of the groups
was obtained. The ellipsoid parameters obtained for the articular surface of MTH1, with
and without cartilage were compared. A paired t-test showed no significant difference
between the parameters of ellipsoid in the two conditions (p =0.05).
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4.1 Introduction
In the normal first metatarsophalangeal joint, the first metatarsal head (MTH1)
has articular cartilage which forms the MTPJ1 with the adjoining structures. An implant
placed over MTH1 for hemiarthroplasty should therefore be congruent with the contour
of the cartilage. In the previous chapter the shape of the implant based upon the contour
of the subchondral bone (MTH1 of osteological specimens) was developed and the
thickness of cartilage on MTH1 was measured using 14T MRI. The current study
investigates the effect of cartilage thickness on the shape of the implant for MTPJ1
hemiarthroplasty. For other joints such as the spine71, it has been shown that cartilage
thickness distribution affects the results from computational models. The design of
implants for joints such as the humerus76 has also been based upon the geometry of
articular cartilage. To the best of our knowledge, the effect of cartilage thickness on the
design of an implant has not been explored for MTPJ1. This study will help in deciding if
consideration of the cartilage thickness is significant in designing the hemi-arthroplasty
implant.

4.2 Method
The metatarsal osteological specimens used in Chapter 2 and the MTH1 MRI
scans used in Chapter 3 are further used in this chapter. A total of 97 three-dimensional
surfaces of the osteological specimens of the first metatarsal were used in the analysis (48
male and 49 female sets, age range: 30-50 yrs: mean age 39.5±5.69 yrs and 37.0±5.32 yrs
for males and females respectively, body weight: 130.2 ± 12.29 lb and 127.0± 15.89 lb
for males and females respectively). MRI images of MTPJ1 specimen from two cadavers
(75 year-old female and 77 year-old male) were acquired with 14T MRI scanner (Bruker,
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Karlsruhe, Germany) (Figure 3-1) using turbo spin echo pulse sequence (Appendix B)
and a voxel size of 0.05 x 0.05 x 0.10 mm3 (for the specimen from 75 year female) and
0.04 x 0.04 x 0.04 mm3 (for the specimen from 77 year male). Field of view was 25x 25 x
25mm3 (for the specimen from a 75 year female) and 20 x 20 x 20 mm3 (for the specimen
from a 77 year female).
Surface data of thee metatarsal osteological specimen were aligned to a common
reference frame using a two-stage process, initial alignment and secondary alignment, as
it was done in Chapter 2 (see page 17-20). Results of the initial alignment and the
secondary alignment are shown in Figure 4-1 and 4-2, respectively. The osteological
dataset was divided into three size groups of small, medium and large as was done in
Chapter 2 (see page 26), for males and females separately.
The articular surface on the MTH1 which articulates with the phalanx was
extracted using the rotating plane and curve fitting technique described in Chapter 2 (see
page 20-24). The results of the surfaces are shown in Figure 4-3A. For each individual
articular surface, a best fit sphere was obtained using an unconstrained nonlinear
optimization method in Matlab to vary the four degrees of freedom (radius of the sphere,
and the three-dimensional location of the centroid). The shortest Euclidean distance from
each point on the sphere surface to the articular surface was measured and minimization
of the sum of these distances was used as the cost function for optimization.
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Figure 4-1 : Lateral (A), anterior (B), and posterior (C) scans of a typical 1st metatarsal bone.
Anatomical axes and landmarks used for initial alignment are shown

Figure 4-2: Alignment of target bone (blue) with template bone after
secondary alignment.
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Figure 4-3: A. A set of superior articular patches from the female medium group. B.
The same patches, shown in Figure 2-6A , with the best fit ellipsoid for the female
medium group.

4.2.1 Dividing the osteological articular surface into six regions
Each of the 97 osteological articular surfaces was divided into six regions as
shown in Figure 4-2. To divide the articular surface into six regions, the surface was
projected into the YZ plane and a rectangle in this plane was created with the dimensions
of the bounding box to the surface (for reference frame see Figure 4-2). This rectangle
was then divided into six regions by a 3x3 grid. The points of the projected articular
surface belonging to different regions were identified and then their corresponding points
in the 3D articular surface were also identified Figure 4-4 and 4-5.
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Figure 4-4: Grid to divide the articular surface into six regions.

4.2.2 Creating a cartilage surface for osteological specimens
For each region of an osteological articular surface, unit vectors in the direction of
the center of a best fit sphere to every point on the region were calculated and the tail of
unit vectors were placed over their respective points on the osteological articular surface.
The average thickness of cartilage for each of the region was obtained as described in
Chapter 3. The unit vectors, placed on the osteological articular surface, were multiplied
by the average cartilage thickness of the respective region. The cluster of points formed
by the head of the resultant vectors created a surface which simulates the outline of
cartilage on the osteological articular surface. A Laplacian flow filter77 was used for
smoothing the cartilage outline surface to remove the sharp change in the topography of
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the cartilage outline at the transitional point of two different regions on the articular
surface (Figure 4-5).

Figure 4-6: A. Six regions on the cartilage outer shell surface. B. Six regions on the
articular surface of 0228 osteological specimen surface.

Figure 4-7: A. Articular surface of osteological specimen number 0228 B. Articular
surface of cartilage shell created for osteological specimen 0228

The cartilage articulating surfaces were divided into three size groups, for male
and female separately, using the classification of bones done in Chapter 2. The cartilage
surfaces obtained for each size group were compiled into a single data file. A best fit
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ellipsoid was then obtained for these data points using non-linear unconstrained
optimization as it was done in Chapter 2 (see page 26). .

4.3 Results:
The parameters for the ellipsoid were obtained for the articular patch with
cartilage (Table 4-1). The comparison of their semi-axes with the ellipsoids obtained
without cartilage, are presented in the Figure (4-7a -4-7c).

Figure 4-8: Comparison of semi-axes
length of the best fit ellipsoid for the
articular surface of MTH1 with and
without cartilage. a. Comparison for
semi-axes X. b. Comparison for semiaxes Y. c. Comparison for semi-axes Z.
SM: Small male, MM: Medium male,
LM: Large male, SF: Small female, MF:
Medium female, LF: Large female
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Table 4-1: Ellipsoid parameters for the MTH1 articular surface with and without consideration of cartilage.
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Paired t-test for the measurement of these axes length did not show significant difference
between the semi-axes of ellipsoids obtained for articular surface with cartilage and
without cartilage (p=0.05).

4.4 Discussion
In this study, the effect of cartilage thickness on the design of the MTH1
arthroplasty implant was investigated. The cartilage shells were obtained as 3-D point
surfaces. The thickness at each point of the surface of the outer shell and the distance
vectors (thickness vectors) from each point on the outer shell to the inner shell were
obtained from previous studies. These thickness vectors were placed over the MTH1
osteological specimen articular surfaces to create a cartilage surface outline. The surfaces
of cartilage outline were grouped into different sizes. Best fit ellipsoids were obtained for
each group and the ellipsoid parameters were compared with the result of ellipsoids
obtained for articular surfaces of the osteological specimens. Although, there was no
significant difference between the ellipsoid parameters (p>0.05) this result is not
conclusive because only two specimens were studied and the cartilage thickness was not
scaled for metatarsal bones of different sizes. This result needs to be investigated further.
The success of an implant highly depends upon the congruity of MTH1 to the
base of 1st phalanx. In a normal state, it is the cartilage on MTH1 which forms the
articulating surface for the base of 1st phalanx. So, an implant based upon the geometry
of the cartilage would likely be more congruent to the base of 1st phalanx. Since the
cartilage thickness on MTH1 is in sub-millimeter range, the curvature of the MTH1
osteological specimen may not change significantly when the cartilage thickness profile
is considered in designing the implant.
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For other joints such as the spine71, it has been shown that cartilage thickness
distribution does affect the computational model, where the mean thickness of cartilage
was between 0.49 to 0.61 mm on different cervical vertebrae. There have been studies
which design the implants for joints such as the humerus76 based upon the geometry of
cartilage. To our knowledge, there has been no study which investigated the effect on the
geometry of implant design due to thickness of cartilage.
There are potential limitations in the present study. First, to establish a reliable
average thickness of cartilage of the general population, more samples are required.
Second, the cartilage inner shell used in this work, for obtaining the cartilage thickness
profile, was not very smooth because of unclear demarcation between the cartilage and
the subchondral bone, and the noise in the MRI images. Third, to fit the MTH1 inside the
MRI scanner, the articular surface was trimmed, so the complete cartilage thickness
profile was not available.
The method used in the current study can be used to study any other joints which
need hemi-arthroplasty to find the changes in the design of implant due to cartilage.

4.5 Conclusion and future work:
The current study investigated the effect of cartilage thickness on the design of a
first metatarsophalangeal joint hemiarthroplasty implant. The method of investigation
helps in understanding the design of the implant. A study with more cartilage thickness
data is needed before a final implant design is proposed.
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Chapter 5

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

5.1 Summary
The current study investigated the surface characteristics, the cartilage thickness,
and the design of an implant for the MTH1. The method included the use of a laser
scanner, 14 Tesla MRI image, and the concept of optimization, computational geometry
and image processing.
In the first part of the study, an implant was designed based upon the morphology
of MTH1 from the surface of osteological specimens of the first metatarsal. The process
for designing the MTH1 hemiarthroplasty implant uses MTH1 articular surface
parameterization with an optimal fit ellipsoid. The anatomical congruence of the ellipsoid
based implants to the MTH1 was excellent with the mean RMS error of fit was between
0.29-0.42mm. An ellipsoid was chosen for this study because it has nine degrees of
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freedom and thus allows for more customization of the articular surface. Besides, an
ellipsoid can be easily parameterized to define the implant surface.
In the current study 14T MRI images were used for calculating the MTH1
articular cartilage thickness profile. The cartilage layer was represented as a shell with
outer and inner cartilage outlines which consisted of a point cluster in 3-D space. The
thickness of cartilage calculated in our study lies within the range of the thickness
obtained in previous studies using different methods. The region on MTH1 which
showed the thickest cartilage, also matches with a previous study of the thickness
measurement of cartilage.
In the last part of the study, the effect of cartilage thickness on the design of an
MTH1 arthroplasty implant was investigated. Best fit ellipsoid parameters for the
articular surface of the MTH1, with and without consideration of MTH1 cartilage, were
obtained. Although, there was no significant difference between the ellipsoid parameters,
this result is not conclusive because of only two specimens were studied and the cartilage
thickness was not scaled for metatarsal bones of different sizes. This result need to be
investigated further.

5.2 Contributions
Three dimensional surface data of the first metatarsal osteological specimens and
the MRI image of the MTH1 with 14T MRI provide a detailed view of the geometry of
MTH1. The set of 48 female and 49 male first metatarsal osteological surface data
obtained has the potential to provide insight into the surface characteristics of the first
metatarsal and was used in this study for the characterization of the articular surface of
MTH1.
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A new method for automatic extraction of the articular surface from the entire
distal surface of bone was applied for obtaining the articular surface of MTH1. This can
be applied with appropriate modification to other bones such as the lesser metatarsal
bones and the proximal surface of the humerus for the automatic extraction of articulating
surfaces.
A new method for the sizing of the MTH1 bones was developed. This
classification method used measurements which can be taken clinically on the lateral and
dorsi-plantar view of MTH1 x-ray images. These measurements predict the curvature of
the articular surface of MTH1 and predict the size of implant which should be used in
individual patients. This method of classification may have wide applications for other
joints like other metatarsophalangeal joints, the metacarpophalangeal joints, and the
shoulder.
The measurement of thickness of cartilage of MTH1 involved segmentation of the
cartilage from MRI images. This segmentation method involved the application of two
algorithms which have not been used previously in the MTPJ1 context; ‘edge walking’
and ‘edge growing’ algorithms. The edge walking algorithm can be used to select the
required edge in a binary edge image of any grayscale image. The edge growing
algorithm was able to segment a cartilage region in the MRI image where simple region
growing and thresholding methods failed. Region growing and thresholding did not work
because of the very low difference in intensity between the region of interest and that of
its surrounding region in the image. This edge growing algorithm can be applied to
segment a region of interest in images similar to the cartilage image used in the current
study. The overall technique developed for segmentation of cartilage from MRI images
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can be applied to segment the cartilage from an MRI of other joints such as the knee,
ankle or wrist.
This was the first study to make measurements from high resolution MRI for
cartilage thickness of the MTH1. The previous methods used for such measurements
were subject to error and lack of reproducibility, and these problems have been addressed
with the semi-automated method for thickness measurement in the current study.
The 14T MRI was used for image acquisition which provides a resolution of 0.040.05mm per pixel. This technique is ideal for measuring cartilage thickness in the submillimeter range of other bones such as the lesser metatarsal bones 73 and the bones of the
wrist and hand74 .

5.3 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Work
Although the total number of first metatarsal osteological specimens examined
was 97 specimens, the numbers of specimens in some size groups were relatively small.
Further work with a larger number of specimens is required for definitive comparison of
structural characteristics of the male and female first metatarsal. There is a possibility of
subjective error in the alignment of the multiple scans while creating a single surface of
the first metatarsal obtained from laser scanner from different angles of view. The rules
used to extract articular surface of MTH1 did not work for a few specimens and manual
selection was required. More robust rules for the extraction of those surfaces are required.
Only two specimens were used in the current study of cartilage thickness. To
establish a more representative thickness profile of cartilage in the general population, a
greater number of samples are obviously required. In the method of identifying the
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cartilage region and creating the cartilage shell, smoothing of the data was done which
may lead to loss of data of the cartilage shell and affect the measurement of thickness
profile. The cartilage segmentation method was a threshold-based technique so the
thickness of the cartilage obtained may vary with the threshold of intensity selected for
identifying the cartilage region. The sensitivity of the method with the change in the
threshold should be subjected to more study in the future.
Another possible approach is the creation of a statistical shape model using
principal component analysis (PCA). PCA of the metatarsals could allow a more detailed
study of the sexual dimorphism of the first metatarsal. This study will help in deciding if
the sexual dimorphism is significant for the first metatarsal and how it can affect the
design of an implant.
The implant created with the current work should be functionally evaluated using
the finite element method and robotics study78. The virtual surgery toolbox, developed by
Tadepali et al.79 could be used to replace the articular surface of MTH1 with the implant
surface and then the MTH1 could be included in a finite element model of first ray such
as that developed by Budhabhatti et al80. This finite element model would allow an
examination of the range of motion of MTPJ1 and failure criteria of the implant surface.
This study could be supported by an investigation of MTPJ1 joint kinematics after hemiarthroplasty of a cadaver foot, with the help of robot. The kinematics and failure criteria
analysis of the implant designed in this study could be compared with other implants
currently available for MTPJ1 hemiarthroplasty.
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5.4 Conclusion
The method developed here creates an implant based upon the morphology of
MTH1 which has excellent fit to the native MTH1. An implant which is anatomically
more congruent to the MTH1 will give a better fit to the articulating phalanx with
improved kinematics of MTPJ1 after hemiarthroplasty. This method can also be applied
to study the surface characteristics of other joints which need hemiarthroplasty such as
the shoulder and knee.
To our knowledge, the current study is the first to identify a quantitative approach
to the design of a MTPJ1 hemi-arthroplasty implant. Although, the sample size of data
was not sufficiently large to generalize the design for the general population, it defines
the method which can be used for a more extensive study in the future.
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Appendix A: Three dimensional surface data acquisition with laser
scanner
Instrument set up for laser scanning: The metatarsal and phalanx osteological
specimens were scanned with Next Engine (Santa Monica, CA) laser scanner to obtain
the three-dimensional surface data of osteological specimens. The following steps were
followed to obtain the surface data.
1. The scanner (shown in Figure A-1) was connected to the computer and
ScanStudio™ (Santa Monica, CA) software was started in the computer.
2. Pencil markings were placed on the surface of osteological specimens (shown in
Figure A-2)
3. Osteological specimen was placed, with the help of a stand, on the rotating
platform attached with the scanner.
4. Parameters for scanning were set in the scan studio software (Figure A-3). These
parameters included total angle of rotation of the platform, required density of
points on the surface data, brightness of the object and the distance between the
platform and the scanner.
5. Scanning was started and the specimen gets scanned from different angles to
obtain surface data from different views.
6. Surfaces from different views were aligned with the help of markings on the
specimen and a 3D surface of the specimen was created in ScanStudio™.
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7. All the surfaces were fused to obtain a single surface of the specimen. A typical
final surface is shown in Figure A-2 and A-4.

Figure A- 1: Set up for scanning bones with the laser scanner.
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Figure A- 2: Metatarsal surface created in scan studio (Resolution during
acquisition was 400 dots per square inch).

Figure A- 3: Parameter set-up for scanning the surface of osteological specimens
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Figure A- 4: Metatarsal surface shown as point data

Principles of laser scanner:
A laser scanner uses laser light to measure distances from the laser sensor to the
object in a systematic pattern81.
The 3D laser scanner used in the current work is a triangulation 3D laser scanner.
Triangulation scanners shine a laser on the object and use a camera to look for the
location of the laser dot. The distance of the surface from the laser source determines the
location of the laser dot in the camera’s field of view. This technique is called
triangulation because the laser source, the camera and the laser dot form a triangle
(Figure A-5).
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Figure A- 5: Triangulation laser.
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Laserprofilometer_EN.svg

Since the distance between the camera and the laser emitter and the angle of the
laser source corner are known, the angle of the camera corner is determined by looking at
the location of the laser dot in the camera’s field of view. This information determines the
shape and size of the triangle and gives the location of the laser dot corner of the triangle.
In the NextEngine scanner a laser stripe instead of a single laser dot is swept across the
object to expedite the acquisition process.
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Appendix B: Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Turbo Spin Echo
sequence
MRI basic principles: Magnetic resonance imaging82 (MRI) is a medical imaging
technique used to visualize the detailed internal structures of human body. MRI uses the
property of nuclear magnetic resonance of nuclei of atoms inside the body to create
images. An MRI machine uses a strong magnetic field to align the magnetization of some
of atoms (mainly hydrogen) in the body, and radio frequency to systematically alter the
orientation of this magnetization. This causes the nuclei of atoms to produce a rotating
magnetic field which is detected by the receiver embedded in the scanner. This
information on the rotating magnetic field is recorded to construct the images. The 3-D
spatial information of the image is obtained by providing magnetic field gradients in each
direction.
Obtaining an MR Imaging Signal: The human body is composed largely of water
molecules and each molecule has two hydrogen nuclei or protons. Inside the strong
magnetic field of the MRI scanner the magnetic moments of these protons change from
their resting states and align with the direction of the magnetic field which creates a ‘net
magnetization vector’ along the magnetic field. A radio frequency transmitter, which is
briefly turned on, produces a further varying electromagnetic field. The photons of this
field have a resonance frequency which is absorbed by the protons and the photons flip
the spin of the aligned protons of the body. The radio frequency transmitter is then turned
off, which causes the protons to revert back to the original lower-energy spin-down state
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and the magnitude of magnetization decays. The difference in the energy is released as a
photon, and the released photons are received by the signal detector in the scanner.
Turbo spin echo: Turbo spin echo (TSE) is technique in which multiple radio
frequency (RF) pulses, which cause a flip angle of 180º of the net magnetization vector,
are used to continually refocus the decaying magnetization (Figure B-1). In this way,
multiple MRI signals may be recorded from each excitation pulse. In the current study
the repetition time (TR) and were 1500 millisecond and 51 millisecond respectively.

Figure B- 2: Turbo spine echo pulse; RF= radio frequency, Gs: Slice selection gradient;
Gp: Phase encoding gradient; Gf: Frequency encoding gradient; Mz: Magnitude of the
magnetization of the protons; TE: Echo time which represents the time between the 90
degree pulse and the peak of the echo signal; T2: The time constant of the magnetization
decay. Source: http://www.revisemri.com/questions/pulse_sequences/tse
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Appendix C: Delaunay Triangulation
For a set P of points in the plane, a Delaunay triangulation68 is a triangulation DT (P)
such that no point in P is inside the circumcircle of any triangle in DT (P) (FigureC-1). A
Delaunay triangle minimizes the angles of all the triangles in the triangulation. By
considering a circumscribed sphere, the concept of Delaunay triangulation is extended to
three and higher dimensions. In the current study Delaunay triangulation in two and three
dimensions were used. The Delaunay triangulation was invented by Boris Delaunay in
1943.

Figure C-1:
A Delaunay triangulation in plane shown with circumcircle
Source:http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c9/Delaunay_circumcircles.pn
g
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Appendix D: Canny edge detection algorithm
Edge detection algorithms are used to reduce the amount of data in an image
while preserving its structural properties. The Canny66, which is one of the several edge
detection algorithms, has following steps:
1. Smoothing: To prevent noise being detected as an edge, smoothing is done with
Gaussian filter.
2. Finding the gradient: The edges where the grayscale intensity of the image
changes the most are located and this is determined by gradients of the image.
Gradients at each pixel are determined by applying the Sobel-operator. The edge
strength is determined as the Euclidean distance of the gradient. At this stage the
edges are a wide band of pixels.
3. Non-maximum suppression: The purpose of this step is to convert the band of
pixels in the image to “sharp” edges. This is done by preserving all local maxima
in the gradient image and deleting everything else.
4. Double thresholding: The edge pixels remaining after non-maximum
suppression are designated with their strength and double thresholding is used to
select strong edge pixels. Edge pixels stronger than the high threshold are marked
as strong; edge pixels weaker than the low threshold are deleted and edge pixels
between the two thresholds are marked as weak.
5. Edge detection by hysteresis: The strong edges are designated as ‘certain
edges’ and immediately included in the final edge. Weak edges are included if
and only if they are connected to certain edges. Those edges which are not
connected to a certain edge are suppressed.
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Appendix E: MATLAB Codes
1. Iterative closest point algorithm:
This algorithm takes two surface data and align them.

function [f ] = AlignmentWithMyLSQ(x,data2send)
%'data2send' is a data structure. data2send.TemplateData contains the
%template data. 'data2send.datap' contains the template data.
% x : the variables for optimization which contains the three angles of
% rotation and three coordinate values for translation.
[distance_obtained ]= FindingMinDistanceDataToTemplate(x,data2send); %
FindingMinDistanceDataToTemplate function is called. This function sends the distances
from two surfaces for each point.
f=sum(distance_obtained.^2); % total sum of the distances squares.
function [distance_obtained ]= FindingMinDistanceDataToTemplate(x,data2send)
datap1=data2send.datap; % Target data
%% Rotation angles:
theta1=x(1);% angle around z-axis in global axes in degree
theta2=x(2);% angle around y-axis in global axes in degree
theta3=x(3);% angle around x-axis in global axes in degree
%% Generating rotation matrix
R1 = [cosd(theta1) sind(theta1) 0; -sind(theta1) cosd(theta1) 0;0 0 1];
R2 = [cosd(theta2) 0 sind(theta2);0 1 0 ; -sind(theta2) 0 cosd(theta2)];
R3 = [1 0 0 ; 0 cosd(theta3) sind(theta3); 0 -sind(theta3) cosd(theta3)];
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R=R1*R2*R3;
%% Rotating and translating data.
ThisMatrix=[];
for i=1:length(datap1)
ThisMatrix(:,i) = R*datap1(i,:)' + [x(4) x(5) x(6)]';
end
ThisData=ThisMatrix';
%% Calculating distance of template from bone data points
distance_obtained=[];
%% Distaqnce from template to target data.
for i=1:length(data2send.TemplateData(:,1))
distance_obtained(i,:)=min(sqrt((data2send.TemplateData(i,1)- ThisData(:,1)).^2 +
(data2send.TemplateData(i,2)- ThisData(:,2)).^2 + (data2send.TemplateData(i,3)ThisData(:,3)).^2));
end
2. Find complete articular surface of MTH1:
This algorithm find the anterior articular surface of MTH1.

% data2send.data: metatarsal surface data
%% I.Removing points posterior to the centroid of data.
%% II. Find centroid.
DataCentroid=mean(data2send.data);
% Removing points beyond centroid.
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[IndexID]=find(data2send.data(:,1)>= DataCentroid(1));
data2send.datap=data2send.data(IndexID,:);
DataCentroid=mean(data2send.datap);
% Removing points beyond centroid.
[IndexID]=find(data2send.datap(:,1)>= DataCentroid(1));
data2send.datap=data2send.datap(IndexID,:);
%% III. Finding the line around which cutting plane will rotate.
% Finding index number of point with highest z-value.
[Top TopID]=max(data2send.datap(:,3));
% Finding index number of point with lowest y-value.
[Bottom BottomID]=min(data2send.datap(:,3));
% Finding index of point with largest y-value
[RightExtrm RightExtrmID]=max(data2send.datap(:,2));
%Finding index of point with lowest y-value.
[LeftExtrm LeftExtrmID]=min(data2send.datap(:,2));

% Choosing topmost point as posterior point
PosteriorPointID=TopID;
% Find point in midway of top and bottom point.
BetwTopBottom=(data2send.datap(TopID,:)+data2send.datap(BottomID,:))/2;
% Left point on the required line.
FirstPoint=[BetwTopBottom(1),LeftExtrm,BetwTopBottom(3)];
% Right point on the required line.
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SecondPoint=[BetwTopBottom(1),RightExtrm,BetwTopBottom(3)];
% Point which will rotate to make rotating planes.

ThirdPoint=[data2send.datap(PosteriorPointID,1),data2send.datap(TopID,2),data2send.d
atap(TopID,3)];
% Point in the middle of right and left point.
MidPoint=(FirstPoint + SecondPoint)/2 ;
planes=[];
k=1;
Section=[];
%% IV. Cutting the planes in this for loop and obtaining the points in the plane and
finding their projections on the plane.
for ii=1:length(angles)
theta1=0;
theta2=angles(ii);
theta3=0;
R1 = [cosd(theta1) sind(theta1) 0; -sind(theta1) cosd(theta1) 0;0 0 1];
R2 = [cosd(theta2) 0 sind(theta2);0 1 0 ; -sind(theta2) 0 cosd(theta2)];
R3 = [1 0 0 ; 0 cosd(theta3) sind(theta3); 0 -sind(theta3) cosd(theta3)];
R=R1*R2*R3;
MovingPoint = R*ThirdPoint';
plane=createPlane(FirstPoint,MidPoint,MovingPoint');
% Making new coordinate system on the plane
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% Midpoint as Anterior.
Anterior=MidPoint;
% xaxis from midpoint to the First point.
xaxis=(FirstPoint-MidPoint)./sqrt(sum((FirstPoint-MidPoint).^2));
% Z axis as normal to the plane.
zaxis = planeNormal(plane);
% y axis as line perpendicular to the X-Z plane.
yaxis=cross(xaxis,zaxis);
% Creating Unit vector in the direction of each of the axis.
X_new_vector_unit=xaxis;Y_new_vector_unit=yaxis/sqrt(sum(yaxis.^2));Z_new_vector
_unit=zaxis/sqrt(sum(zaxis.^2));
% Rotation matrix for finding the coordinates of the projected
% points when the axes are made for each plane.
rotation_matrix= [X_new_vector_unit;Y_new_vector_unit;Z_new_vector_unit];
%

Thus, making a

%

coordinate system based on the mid point, first point and the normal

%

to the plane. Let us say it 'COORDINATE SYSTEM BY PLANE'.

l=1;ll=0;
Section(k).plane=plane; % corresponding plane of the section
for j=1:length(data2send.datap) % Here we are taking single point at a time.
d = abs(distancePointPlane(data2send.datap(j,:), plane)); % distance of this point
from the plane
%

Projecting the points on respective plane
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projectiononplane=projPointOnPlane(data2send.datap(j,:), plane); % this point
projection on the current plane
if(abs(d)<=0.385/3) %% Threshold of the distance of the point from the plane to
be included in the section.
% Finding the coordinate values of pojections based on 'COORDINATE
SYSTEM BY PLANE'.
translated_data = projectiononplane - Anterior;
transformeddatap= (rotation_matrix)*translated_data';
transformeddatap=transformeddatap'; %Value of the point with respect to
'COORDINATE SYSTEM BY PLANE'.
% Next step, we are doing to avoid points which are intersected by plane
below the X-axis on the plane.
%

so that we do not get points from lower surface while

%

intersecting points on the upper surface.

if(transformeddatap(2)>0)
Section(k).transformeddatap(l,:)=transformeddatap; % Final value of the
points with respect to 'COORDINATE SYSTEM BY PLANE' which we take in a given
section.
Section(k).projectiononplane(l,:)=projectiononplane; % data projected on
this plane.
Section(k).datap(l,:)=data2send.datap(j,:); % values from the original data
which constitue the section.
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l=l+1;
end
end
end
k=k+1;
end
h1=figure;
hold on
plot3(data2send.datap1(:,1),data2send.datap1(:,2),data2send.datap1(:,3),'.r');
k=1;
%% V.Finding the articulating part of anterior surface i.e. removingdatapoints from
side of sections.
% fraction to remove from sides ( after some trial and error we found this value).
FractionToRemove=1/7; % Fraction to remove from sides.
FractionRight=1/7; % FractionRight=Fraction which the right side will increase in
every iteration
% Section1 : contains the articulating part of anterior surface.
Section1=[];
% Displaying sections in the bone.
for iii=1:length(Section)
test=isempty(Section(iii).datap);
if(test~=1)
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if(iii<=ExtraAngle+10) % When the rotating plane is from -10 degree to +10
degree.
miny=(1-FractionRight)*max(Section(iii).datap(:,2))+ FractionToRemove*
min(Section(iii).datap(:,2));
maxy=FractionToRemove*min(Section(iii).datap(:,2))+ (1FractionToRemove)* max(Section(iii).datap(:,2));
indexgreaterthany=find(Section(iii).datap(:,2)> miny);
indexlessthany=find(Section(iii).datap(:,2)< maxy);
indexgreaterthanx=find(Section(iii).datap(:,1)> DataCentroid(1));
intersecty=intersect(indexlessthany,indexgreaterthany);
indextofit=intersect(intersecty,indexgreaterthanx);
Section1(k).datap=Section(iii).datap(indextofit,:);
Section1(k).transformeddatap=Section(iii).transformeddatap(indextofit,:);
Section1(k).plane=Section(iii).plane;
Section1(k).projectiononplane=Section(iii).projectiononplane;
plot3(Section1(k).datap(:,1),Section1(k).datap(:,2),Section1(k).datap(:,3),'.g');
k=k+1;
hold on
FractionRight=(FractionRight+ 1/(ExtraAngle+10));
FractionRight1=FractionRight;
else
miny=FractionToRemove*max(Section(iii).datap(:,2))+ (1FractionToRemove)* min(Section(iii).datap(:,2));
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midx=(max(Section(iii).datap(:,1))+min(Section(iii).datap(:,1)))/2;
maxy=FractionToRemove*min(Section(iii).datap(:,2))+ (1FractionToRemove)* max(Section(iii).datap(:,2));
indexgreaterthany=find(Section(iii).datap(:,2)> miny);
indexlessthany=find(Section(iii).datap(:,2)<maxy);
indexgreaterthanx=find(Section(iii).datap(:,1)> DataCentroid(1));
intersecty=intersect(indexlessthany,indexgreaterthany);
indextofit=intersect(intersecty,indexgreaterthanx);
Section1(k).datap=Section(iii).datap(indextofit,:);
Section1(k).transformeddatap=Section(iii).transformeddatap(indextofit,:);
Section1(k).plane=Section(iii).plane;
Section1(k).projectiononplane=Section(iii).projectiononplane;
plot3(Section1(k).datap(:,1),Section1(k).datap(:,2),Section1(k).datap(:,3),'.g');
k=k+1;
hold on
end
end
end

3. Checking threshold of the slices of the cutting planes:
This algorithm fit a curve to the slices obtained with rotating cutting planes on MTH1
and found the root mean square error for the middle one third of the slices.
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thresholds=0.25:0.2*50/100:1; % Threshold to be checked
for thres_ind=1:length(thresholds)

%% Fitting curve to these sections of articulating surface.
k=1;
% error_vals: rms error for each of the section.
error_vals=[];
% difference: difference between fitted curve and data points at each
% of the data point.
THRESHOLD=thresholds(thres_ind);
% patch1: this contains the required pathc which will be articulating
% with only phalanx.
patch1=[];
l=1;ll=[];
for iv=1:length(Section1)
test=isempty(Section1(iv).transformeddatap);
if(test~=1)
% Fitting curve to each section
x=Section1(iv).transformeddatap(:,1);
y=Section1(iv).transformeddatap(:,2);
if(length(Section1(iv).transformeddatap(:,2))>=3)
p = polyfit(x,y,2); % polynomial coefficient
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f = polyval(p,x); % Value of y-coordinate with the polynomial and x-coordinate
values

difference(k).diff=(y-f).^2; % differerence square for the the actual ycoordinate and the polynomial values
differenceLength=length(difference(k).diff); % length of the difference vector
%% Checking the RMS in the middle third of the section.
lowerboundindex=int32(differenceLength/3);
upperboundindex=2*lowerboundindex;

Middle3rdRMS=sqrt(sum(difference(k).diff(lowerboundindex+1:upperboundindex)));
%% Checking if the two consecutive slice has RMS more than threshold.
if(Middle3rdRMS<= THRESHOLD)
patch1(l).points=Section1(iv).datap;
l=l+1;
ll=[ll,1];
else ll=[ll,0];
end
if(length(ll)>=2)
if((ll(end-1)==0) && (ll(end)==0))
break;
elseif(ll(end-1)==0 && (ll(end)~=0))
patch(l).points=Section1(iv-1).datap;
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patch1(l+1).points=Section1(iv).datap;
l=l+2;
end
end
h3=figure;
plot(x,y,'o',x,f,'*')
saveas(h3,['section1No' num2str(iv) 'fit2'],'fig')
close all
clear h3
h6=figure;
hist(difference(k).diff);
saveas(h6,['section1No' num2str(iv) 'DiffHist2'],'fig')
rms_error=sqrt(sum((y-f).^2))/length(y);
error_vals=[error_vals,rms_error];
k=k+1;
close all;
clear h6
end
end
end
end
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3. Best fit ellipsoid:

function [f ] = FindEllipsoidWithMyLSQ(x,data2send)
%'data2send' is a data structure. 'data2send.datap' contains the bone data.
data2send.size_which contains the size of the matrix used to create ellipsoid with matlab
function ellipsoid().
% x : the variables for optimization which contains the three angles of
% rotation , three semi-axes lengths and three coordinate values for center of ellipsoid.
[distance_obtained ]= FindingMinDistanceDataToEllipsoid(x,data2send); % calling
function FindingMinDistanceDataToEllipsoid which calculates the distances from the
surface of bone data points to the surface of ellipsoid.
f=sum(distance_obtained.^2); % total sum of the distances squares
function [distance_obtained ]= FindingMinDistanceDataToEllipsoid(x,data2send)
n=data2send.size_matrix; % extracting the size of matrix to be used for creating ellipsoid
datap=data2send.datap;
theta1=x(7);% angle around z-axis in global axes in radians
theta2=x(8);% angle around y-axis in global axes in radians
theta3=x(9);% angle around x-axis in global axes
%generating rotation matrix
R1 = [cosd(theta1) sind(theta1) 0; -sind(theta1) cosd(theta1) 0;0 0 1];
R2 = [cosd(theta2) 0 sind(theta2);0 1 0 ; -sind(theta2) 0 cosd(theta2)];
R3 = [1 0 0 ; 0 cosd(theta3) sind(theta3); 0 -sind(theta3) cosd(theta3)];
R=R1*R2*R3;
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[x1 y1 z1] = ellipsoid(x(1),x(2),x(3),abs(x(4)),abs(x(5)),abs(x(6)),n);% Generate ellipsoid
without rotation as per the matlab ellipsoid function.
x1=reshape(x1,length(x1)*length(x1),1);%make the data mesh into linear data points.
y1=reshape(y1,length(y1)*length(y1),1);%make the data mesh into linear data points.
z1=reshape(z1,length(z1)*length(z1),1);%make the data mesh into linear data points.
temp_ellipsoid_datap_1=[ x1 y1 z1] ; %data2send.ImplantStem;%temporary ellipsoid
linear data points without rotation.
% Rotating the data points of temporary ellipsoid
for i=1:length(temp_ellipsoid_datap_1)
E_matrix(:,i) = R*temp_ellipsoid_datap_1(i,:)';
end
temp_ellipsoid_datap=E_matrix';%%temporary ellipsoid linear data points with rotation.
%finding distances between the given data points and the point on the surface of
%the temporary ellipsoid.Which I suppose to be the distance which has minimum
%numerical value.
for i=1:length(datap(:,1))
distance_obtained(i,:)=min(sqrt((datap(i,1)- temp_ellipsoid_datap(:,1)).^2 +
(datap(i,2)- temp_ellipsoid_datap(:,2)).^2 + (datap(i,3)- temp_ellipsoid_datap(:,3)).^2));
end

4. Edge walking algorithm:
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This algorithm find all the pixels in the geodesic path between two given pixels on an
edge.

function [f ] = AlignmentWithMyLSQ(x,data2send)
%'data2send' is a data structure. data2send.TemplateData contains the
%template data. 'data2send.datap' contains the template data.
% x : the variables for optimization which contains the three angles of
% rotation and three coordinate values for translation.
[distance_obtained ]= FindingMinDistanceDataToTemplate(x,data2send); %
FindingMinDistanceDataToTemplate function is called. This function sends the distances
from two surfaces for each point.
f=sum(distance_obtained.^2); % total sum of the distances squares.
function [distance_obtained ]= FindingMinDistanceDataToTemplate(x,data2send)
datap1=data2send.datap; % Target data
%% Rotation angles:
theta1=x(1);% angle around z-axis in global axes in degree
theta2=x(2);% angle around y-axis in global axes in degree
theta3=x(3);% angle around x-axis in global axes in degree
%% Generating rotation matrix
R1 = [cosd(theta1) sind(theta1) 0; -sind(theta1) cosd(theta1) 0;0 0 1];
R2 = [cosd(theta2) 0 sind(theta2);0 1 0 ; -sind(theta2) 0 cosd(theta2)];
R3 = [1 0 0 ; 0 cosd(theta3) sind(theta3); 0 -sind(theta3) cosd(theta3)];
R=R1*R2*R3;
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%% Rotating and translating data.
ThisMatrix=[];
for i=1:length(datap1)
ThisMatrix(:,i) = R*datap1(i,:)' + [x(4) x(5) x(6)]';
end
ThisData=ThisMatrix';

%% Calculating distance of template from bone data points
distance_obtained=[];
%% Distaqnce from template to target data.
for i=1:length(data2send.TemplateData(:,1))
distance_obtained(i,:)=min(sqrt((data2send.TemplateData(i,1)- ThisData(:,1)).^2 +
(data2send.TemplateData(i,2)- ThisData(:,2)).^2 + (data2send.TemplateData(i,3)ThisData(:,3)).^2));
end

5. Edge growing algorithm:
%% Loading the image files
if kk<10
II=rgb2gray(imread([directoryname1 '\' '2dseq0000.000' num2str(kk) '.tif']));
elseif kk<100
II=rgb2gray(imread([directoryname1 '\' '2dseq0000.00' num2str(kk) '.tif']));
else
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II=rgb2gray(imread([directoryname1 '\' '2dseq0000.0' num2str(kk) '.tif']));
end
% Outer border of the cartilage:
Edge193_Partial= Edge_Partial;
% Transpose image
I=II';
imshow(II); hold on

%% Translating the edge points reference frame to the centroid of edges:
% Best fit circle to the outer border
[xc,yc,R,a] = circfit(Edge193_Partial(:,1),Edge193_Partial(:,2));
% Center of the circle.
CentroidEdge=[xc,yc];
% Converting the outer border pixel coordinates from cartesian to polar
TranslatedEdges=[Edge193_Partial(:,1)-CentroidEdge(1) ,Edge193_Partial(:,2)CentroidEdge(2)];
TranslatedEdgesCentroid=mean(TranslatedEdges);

TranslatedEdges2Polar=ones(length(TranslatedEdges),2);
for ii=1:length(TranslatedEdges)
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[TranslatedEdges2Polar(ii,1)
TranslatedEdges2Polar(ii,2)]=cart2pol(TranslatedEdges(ii,1),TranslatedEdges(ii,2));
end
clear i ii
I1Indices=[]; % Stores the cartilage pixels
DepthFromEachEdgePoint=[]; % The depth of pixel at each of the outer pixel of outer
border

for i=1:length(TranslatedEdges2Polar)
if kk<247
k=5; % The intensity value examination starts after leaving 5 pixels and 20 pixels
depending upon the proximity of the image to the anterior most slice of image. This value
was chosen after various trial and error.
elseif kk==255
k=5;
else k=20;
end
% Adding the first few pixels ( 5 and 20 here) in the cartilage region.
for m=1:k
[X1,Y1] = pol2cart(TranslatedEdges2Polar(i,1),TranslatedEdges2Polar(i,2)-m-1);
x=int32(X1+CentroidEdge(1));y=int32(Y1+CentroidEdge(2));
I1Indices=[I1Indices;[x,y]];
plot(I1Indices(:,1),I1Indices(:,2),'.m');
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shg
if m==1
DepthFromEachEdgePoint(i).OuterEnd=[x,y];
end
m=m+1;

end

[X1,Y1] = pol2cart(TranslatedEdges2Polar(i,1),TranslatedEdges2Polar(i,2)-k-1);
x=int32(X1+CentroidEdge(1));y=int32(Y1+CentroidEdge(2));
count=1;
%% Checking the further pixels for intensity value
if kk<247
while(I(x,y)>=20 && I(x,y)<220)

I1Indices=[I1Indices;[x,y]];
k=k+1;
[X1,Y1] = pol2cart(TranslatedEdges2Polar(i,1),TranslatedEdges2Polar(i,2)-k);

x=int32(X1+CentroidEdge(1));y=int32(Y1+CentroidEdge(2));
TerminalPointTowardCenter(i,:)=[x,y];
plot(x,y,'.m')
shg
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count=count+1;

end
DepthFromEachEdgePoint(i).legnth=count-1;

DepthFromEachEdgePoint(i).InnerEnd=[x,y];
else

while(abs(int32(X1))>=2 || abs(int32(Y1))>=2)

I1Indices=[I1Indices;[x,y]];
k=k+1;
[X1,Y1] = pol2cart(TranslatedEdges2Polar(i,1),TranslatedEdges2Polar(i,2)-k);

x=int32(X1+CentroidEdge(1));
y=int32(Y1+CentroidEdge(2));
TerminalPointTowardCenter(i,:)=[x,y];
plot(x,y,'.m')
shg
count=count+1;
end
DepthFromEachEdgePoint(i).legnth=count-1;
DepthFromEachEdgePoint(i).InnerEnd=[x,y];
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end

end

end
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